
University of Virginia Student Council 

General Body Meeting 

September 18, 2018 

The General Body Meeting began at 6:37 

Exec reports 

Alex: Just some general updates, I’ve been having meetings about student-police advisory board. Those 
meetings have largely ended and I will be coming back to you all with a definitive structure that will be 
outlined in the cav daily. Katie will be taking a lead in the operations of the board. I have met with other 
student leaders who care about academic issues in the minority community, discussing ways to 
coordinate efforts to share policy objectives such as diverse faculty hiring. Lastly, I have met with 
President Ryan and he’s a nice wonderful guy. We did talk about a series of issues such as living wage, 
he showed on his media that it’s an issue he’s thinking about and cares about. He also outlined thoughts 
and ideas on how studco could approach it. Leg affairs will be looking into ways for studco to make a 
living wage a leg priority when we go to Richmond for the general assembly. I’ll get back to you with 
more details, we’ll be drafting up a detailed proposal.  

Camilla: Quick segue, third year council is providing safe space training sept 27th from 5-7, that will cover 
the requirement for training you have for studco, I would suggest you do that sooner than later.  

Ty: We’re finalizing request for semi annual round this week. Tomorrow evening there are hearings for 
funding requests on central grounds, and the cio application opened as of yesterday morning. On that 
note, representatives look forward to a bill next week about cio legislation. I will send you full 
information keep your eyes out.  

Taylor: Good job pushing out that application 179 is the final count. Now as for the timeline for 
recruitment and budget. Send your recruitment requests for interviews by 5pm this Wednesday, if you 
like to you can reach out to applicants telling them a lack of interview doesn’t mean anything. By 
Wednesday at 5, and you have until Thursday 27th to get all interviews done. At midnight get your 
decisions to exec, send list of acceptances and denials. We’ll organize from there. After the 27th we’ll 
figure out double acceptances. Budgets are due Sunday the 23rd, this upcoming Sunday. On the 28th , 
which is a Friday, reps will have a budget session, prepare a list of questions for the budget and by the 
30th chairs will respond to those. October 2nd is first budget session, the next week is fall break and then 
the second and final budget session is the 16th.  

Ellie: Updates for today, we’re introducing 3 new reps. Ryan Alexander (CLAS), Matthew Foreman 
(CLAS), Jessie Fellows (School of Continuing and Professional Studies), we’re filling vacancies in the body 
so please welcome them. The ALIGN application for committee chairs closes Friday, we’re focusing on 
securing a space for conference and settling budget.  

Leadership Reports 

Erin: This morning I had a meeting with athletics. We had our first round table with club sports to 
discuss their funding and fundraising, and we’ll have another one in late November-December.  



Community relations: So this past week we went to the city council meeting to goW out and meet with 
the counselors to tell them of our intentions of representing student council with hopes of getting 
groups of student leaders to meet with counselors to speak  of issues such as affordable housing and 
political issues. We’re trying to get student perspective at council meetings.  

Isaac: We’re looking further into the livable wage issue, we have a team of legal experts looking into 
Virginia law right now to try and find particular clauses preventing universities from requiring 
contractors from paying employees a living wage. We’re working to try and replace that law with 
something allowing university to expand livable wage to everyone employed. We’ll be in the nursing 
school tomorrow for voter registration, we’re really excited to reach out to that community. We’ll be at 
the athletic student activities fair next week. Also, next week we’re going to dc for the UVA fall national 
lobby day, myself and members of my committee going into capital to talk of student issues. We’re also 
doing preliminary stuff for the Virginia general assembly session this year, it’ll be a long session and 
we’re anticipating quite a few bills affecting student lives if you find anything that you think is particular 
important please reach out to myself or holly foster and we’ll address those to the best of our ability 

Katie: We had some great news today, this morning I got news that we’re partnering with HRL to 
distribute 4000 hand sanitizers to first years this January, and it was free! I’m taking more steps to give 
out more hand sanitizers during ISC recruitment. Free menstrual hygiene still going on until Friday, next 
month it’ll be in libraries and after that in Newcomb. Speed friending is from 7-8pm in Maury, I’ll send 
out the link to facebook event in the gen bod channel.  

Service: We had our first meeting, we’re looking forward to continuing with the global public service 
case competition, and we’re looking into ways to assist homeless on corner and custodial appreciation. 

Student life: We’ll have the tuition and fees committee meeting at the end of the month on the 26th of 
sept from 3:30-5, there will be a public comment section. In regards to the inclement weather concern 
and parking, I talked to someone from dept of parking and transportation and they have a new plan for 
inclement weather giving drivers in unstable lots to let them park in less vulnerable spaces 

Abby: I have smallish updates for sustainability, on October 13th we’re working on a zero waste plan for 
pancakes for parkinsons, also we’re thinking about reducing usage of plastic straws and Styrofoam use 
and working on our blue books the green book initiative. We really like the green books as an alternative 
or online submissions. We’re also planning a clothing exchange/thrift for UVA sustainability day in 
November and working on zero waste alumni and student tailgate at end of October 

VPO updates 

Danny: Semi annual hearings just finished, in comparison to last year the total amounts requested and 
approved, so we’ll have Sunday for smaller issues to go over. It’ll be an SAF guideline issues mostly, not 
many overall concerns. This week Wednesday round 1 and then another week to 10 day process until 
we get those final allocated amounts.  

Hugo: Our semi-annual round has ended for the fall, we’ve selected a few cios for assistance with 
management of budget and assets and audit. Rolling round 1 is coming up as well.  

VPA updates 



Michael: So I’m the chief financial officer of student council so when you see me it means the budget is 
coming up. Our annual budget will be in effect mid-October until the end of the spring semester.Just to 
highlight what Taylor said, I sent out budget templates last night let us know if you didn’t get that. I’m 
introducing it tonight, this Sunday at 11:59 budgets will be due. I’ll talk through specifics and answer 
questions at all your meetings. This Friday the 28th the budget will be sent out to rep body, we’ll collect 
questions and give them to chairs and committees, the chairs will have until Sunday to respond to the 
reps. On Tuesday, October 2nd the gen body will be having the tabling vote for the budget, vote on the 
budget Tuesday, October 16th.  

Studco works on a two-budget system of summer and annual, which works on covering the fall and 
spring semesters. Committee chairs make sure you’re planning ahead, looking at what might be in store 
when your new chairs come on. If you need any help with that reach out to us. If you request 
reimbursements it’ll take two weeks in general. If you need it quicker just let me know.  

Ty: SAF guidelines, as many of you should be familiar with, govern acceptable uses of SAF funds. There 
-are 5 legal restrictions that are non-negotiable, set by the BOV. Additional restrictions are set by studco 
and are not legal.  

Michael: The goal is to affect most students possible in most positive way with SAF funds. For categories 
we won’t fund with SAF money, we get that through activities fair and class giving and endowments. 
This presentation should have been sent out in the email sent to the chairs, if you have any specific 
questions just reach out to me.  

On purchasing, we work on a reimbursement basis. You or committee member make the purchase, save 
the receipt and submit it to me and we reimburse you. For non SAF things we have our purchasing card 
for studco to buy things like food for events. Committee chairs refer to the guidelines and give it to your 
members. Reach out to me with whatever you need I’ll be there Sunday to answer any questions you 
may have.  

Taylor: So, if you didn’t receive this email with the powerpoint reach out to me or Michael and we’ll 
send it to you immediately 

Nat: So, towards chairs, probably know internal newsletter went out. For future references give me a 
quick two or three bullets and add images. Make it fun it’ll be exciting. A note for the rep body, a 
reminder you guys have access to write whatever you want we do want to know what you guys are 
doing in your respective groups.  

Taylor: Noah on membership wants us to know for recruitment in that people have left your committee 
we’ll remove them from the roster. Additionally, we’re doing bootcamp after recruitment, it will be a lot 
shorter than last years. Right now we’re thinking you just have to go to one session. Be on the lookout 
for that. From Joanne in marketing and communications, a reminder for anyone who needs promotion 
material give the info to her two weeks in advance. Include your project proposal. Minimum is one 
week. Last thing, dining donations if for any of your events you need food just reach out to us about 
that.  

Rep reports 

Omar: Three main things I’m working on right now. I really hope to connect with Michael on fundraising 
for student council so we have more non SAF funding. So, we can use less or none SAF funding for 



committees. There are two pieces of legislation, one on carbon neutrality for the university going to a 
carbon neutral state by 2025. Third thing, the living wage campaign, there was some legislation I put 
together I’m waiting to hear from living wage campaign at UVA to hear what they think and get some 
feedback. Once we get to the leg session I’ll explain more about the carbon neutrality bill.  

Avery: Two updates, one on trying to schedule follow up meeting with Chris Duran at student financial 
services for need based financial aid resources.  Second, I noticed a lot of classes suddenly changing their 
locations despite the add date ending, I’m going to email the registrar. 

Chi: two things, the committee I work on is CIO consultants working on event planning and catering 
guide final publishing guide is in November. Second thing is on the 27th next Thursday there will be a 
wellness screening day in Newcomb.  

Zarah: Leah and I put up a bill for passing this evening for a transfer guide ad hoc committee, for your 
committees please share it we want as much input as we can.  

Brian: I’m chairing the external affairs committee this week, I began reaching out to CIOs across grounds 
on forming a stronger and more democratic relationship between their organizations and the rep bod. 
So far on Sunday I on Sunday went to Asian Leaders Council meeting, met with president of IFC, and I’ll 
be going to the UDEMS meeting. I also have a litany of community concerns.  

Leg session begins. Attendance taken, quorum met. 

Vote on previous meetings minutes. Minutes pass.  

Fb18-08 brought off the table.  

Motion to vote, second, passes.  

Ellie: Moving on to FB18-09  

Taylor: Shannon’s been doing a great job so far, we need this position so we can look back and see what 
we’re doing so please approve my appointment 

Motion to vote, motion passes. Looks like I get to keep doing this, thanks guys. 

Ellie: Moving on to FB18-10 a bill to approve the appointment to the chairs of rules and ethics board 

Alex: MA will be pending your approval, the rules and ethics chair for another year. This reminds me of 
an incident, the shutdown of 2015. Student council needed another chair of rules and ethics and had not 
yet appointed one and a rep brought it to the president. For roughly a week or two studco was not 
operating. Mary Alice has done a great job keeping record of what’s been happening, making sure 
people follow the rules and cochair the constitutional bylaw and review committee. She’s doing a 
fantastic job.  

Motion to vote, seconded, motion passes.  

Ellie: Moving on to FB18-11, a bill to create  an ad hoc committee to make a transfer student resources 
handbook 



Leah: We both transferred last year and we think it would be very important to have a centralized place 
where people can look up transfer things 

Ellie: questions comments concerns? 

Motion to vote, seconded, motion passes.  

Ellie: Moving on to FR18-12, resolution in support of university becoming carbon neutral 

Omar:  I have a few friendly amendments to this resolution because we had some great conversations 
on where we wanted this to go we do a committee at the university of faculty members. The first thing 
is another whereas clause saying that carbon neutrality will be one of many things the university tries 
for. Another one is in the google doc.  

Ellie: Can you send those to me real quick so I can put those in there? 

Omar: big shoutout to wahoos for sustainability they get complete credit. You probably saw the online 
petition they have a lot of great information if you have any questions feel free to let me know 

Ellie: is that a motion to table? 

Omar: no 

Avery: I have issues with a lot of the phrasing eg. “will support this cause in any way that it can” a lot of 
this language seems awful ambiguous. And won’t direct action be a bill and not resolution 

Ellie: Resolution in this sense make statement on behalf of rep body, if we were making a committee or 
program that would be a bill. 

Billy: I have two questions, one this won’t allow us to do any action because it’s just a resolution. There 
are no actions based on this resolution 

Ellie: There won’t be anything directly, it’s more like codifying we’re working on this initiative. Signaling 
it’s something we’re working on 

Omar: We’re wanting to show we want to make a change, Charlottesville is known as hub of renewable 
energy in the southeast 

Billy: So, it talks about the costs of the renewable energy and non-renewable energy costs are also 
falling so if this did happen wouldn’t that raise cost to the university and could result in tuition hike if the 
university must pay. 

Omar: Over 600 higher learning institutions of UVA caliber and higher coming together with this clause. 
The switch from non-renewable to renewable energy costs an average household 10 dollars a month. 
This won’t significantly change the budget. 2035 seems like a reasonable fair goal and we’ll do anything 
we can to make sure the world we live in is shown to be important to us.  

Carly: I have a few questions about the bill, part of it is the ambiguity the phrase is “inevitable 
regulation” 

Omar: So, the wording is by wahoos for sustainability, I can refer to them 



Carly: I notice a lack of action points and I worry that’s arbitrary. I wonder if it’s better to phrase it asking 
for the university to set a plan to be carbon neutral 

Omar: The university does have plans in place we’re just showing support for this cause 

Chi: So I have a reminder and my thoughts on the process. Resolutions don’t have to have directives in 
them they’re meant to be support mechanisms for the rep body to come together and not plan tangible 
outcomes per se. I would be in favor of tabling this resolution because now we’re talking about the 
ambiguity of the language and now there’s conflict of the direction of the bill 

Ellie: Is that a motion to table 

Avery: If he’s not making it I’ll do it 

FR18-12 is tabled.  

Ellie: FB18-08,09,10,11 pass with 20 yeas and 2 abstentions, fr18-12 tabled and 2 abstentions. 

Community concerns 

Alex: Do we have any? 

Hunter: I was contacted by someone saying in some classrooms there were no clocks where professors 
just go over class time and I was wondering if we could do something to put a clock in every class.  

Avery: As I was checking my texts walking to this meeting I learned there was a fire at the med school 
today maybe? My concern is that there was a fire and people were being evacuated out and if there are 
any med school reps does anyone know anything about that? 

Andrew: I saw people standing outside about 10:50 and patients as well and I don’t know if that was a 
drill 

Avery: So, no one was notified of what happened.  

Alex: Katie Kirk will ask some questions.  

Katie: The response I’m gonna get is if the situation is under control and there was emergency response 
first responders is there wasn’t a need for a community alert. If there’s no imminent danger they won’t 
send out an alert.  

Mary Alice: My concern is about space allocation for CIOs, we put in our space request and it’s been 
denied a couple of times. We’ve had previous violations, and we had speakers lined up and it’s 
happened to other CIOs both times there were spaces available they just denied us for no reason.  

Alex: This is an issue that pops up every semester, from my understanding related to professors having 
to switch classrooms relating to size. Academic affairs or buildings and grounds will take it.  

Brian: So, I mentioned I have a litany of community concerns. The first set is from the Asian leaders 
council wanting to revisit food in academic spaces policy because it puts a burden on cultural 
organizations because Asians ones as their programming focuses on food.  

Question: Wasn’t that addressed? 



Ty: Funding for food in certain circumstances was taken care of but a lot of spaces do not allow that 

Brian: Furthermore, there is increased enforcement of insurance policy for spaces, organizations have to 
pay for event insurance to have certain events. This is creating a greater financial burden especially 
within the ALC 

Ty: I’ve been working on this since the summer, I need to follow up with dean Allen. I know he is 
incredibly interested in addressing other sources of funding for this insurance issue 

Brian: I commend creation of the multicultural student center but it’s becoming increasingly difficult to 
access because it’s just one space. There’s interest among the ALC in making more spaces like this. And 
then I have an IFC concern, they’re interested in getting a voter registration FOA. That closes my roll for 
external affairs.  

Now from me, I’m glad to see student council is taking the living wage issue seriously especially 
regarding contract employees. If student council will be serious about this issue I want us to target the 
starting wage for our own university employees as well  

Connor: I’m trying to make up for lost time here, I’m your city council liaison. I have a quick city council 
update. We had a brief city council meeting yesterday, based on appropriations for first responders and 
in terms of public comment someone brought up the issue of the not very diverse commonwealth 
attorneys office. There is talk of creating a summer associate position to recruit minorities in law school. 
That’s something to keep an eye on. There’s discussion of Charlottesville becoming a sanctuary city, 
right Virginia doesn’t have any because we’re a Dillon rule state.  

Mary Alice: Another concern, I was wondering if it would be possible, for a citation generator the 
university provides. My high school paid for noodle tools. If we’re promoting a community of honor and 
not plagiarizing it would be nice to have something to cite the work 

Kate: There’s a rumor floating around someone passed away on the corner I don’t know what student 
council’s role in that is 

Alex: We didn’t do anything. 

Kate: I would like to know if it was a student or community member.  

Alex: I reached out to Dean Groves following that, asking if he could provide any information. He said 
there was no reports of fatalities of any students due to UPD reports. So, that’s all the information I was 
given. At the same time if there was a student fatality I would be notified myself.  

The meeting ended at 7:40 

 


